
Field work experience as part of Accident Specialist 

Continuous Professional Development/Education (CPD/E): 

In daily practice, it is often required that in consideration of cases, necessary analysis is given in respect 

of proven scientific or mathematical principal and theory applied to provide answers. Perhaps such a 

simply analysis as relating a specific damage to a specific object. Such analysis may be somewhat more 

complex, such as where a specific calculation may need to be considered for a particular analysis, perhaps 

a time-space-distance calculation, a momentum analysis or a critical curve speed calculation. These 

considerations are why both learned or trained and experienced knowledge is applicable.  

In this regard, attending to Continuous Professional Development / Education (CPD/E) training is crucial, 

technology changes, process change, different methodology are formed. This not only allows one to learn 

from others, but allows one to learn from one`s own mistakes. In line with this, doing field work exercises 

is crucially important, especially in technical fields of knowledge where “in field experience”, may 

provide factors that are not easily identified or even considered (Perhaps simply overlooked) in academic 

readings and research.   

It is for this reason that we at Accident Specialist make every effort to do annual (and on occasion more 

regular) field testing and analysis of actual cases worked, or of research already undertaken and presented 

in some research papers or document that has been considered. Many such sessions have already been 

undertaken, covering such testing as multiple vehicle & pedestrian impacts, multiple vehicle to vehicle 

head rear impacts, multiple vehicle to vehicle right angle impacts, high speed remote controlled vehicle 

to stationary commercial vehicle impact, high speed minibus rollover and loss of control testing, 

motorcycle slide test, gravel & sandy road tyre condition testing, deflated tyre damage testing and 

countless others.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

We already have a fully booked and busy schedule of CPD sessions ahead. Without provident specific 

details, as this will ultimately be published in an official research paper, one of the current research 

sessions already being undertaken and to be completed soon, relates to windscreen strikes by objects, 

allowing the determination of key factors that are being considered. The research also allow a host of 

further factors to be considered. This in field, real life situation testing research, as far as we are aware, 

is a world first, with a specific test rig being used that is completely designed and built by Accident 

Specialist. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A further test session already being set up, relates to the sudden deflation of a commercial vehicle truck 

tractor steering wheel at high speeds. Once again, a specific and relatively complex test rig designed and 

built by Accident Specialist for the task. This piece of equipment now finalised and in final setup test. 

Although similar testing sessions have been undertaken and are considered in many directly and 

indirectly relevant research papers, most of these are dated, at relatively low speeds and are typically on 

trailing wheels. Finer details of this session will be finalised.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Considering further analysis and testing sessions going forward, we 

have designed, built and are currently testing a motorcycle hold and 

release device for motorcycle testing. No dates and specifics for 

this session has yet been set. 

 

 


